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OT-BASE is an asset management platform for companies in manufacturing, 

energy, water, chemical and similar industries who are dissatisfied with using 

Excel to inventory and manage their digital infrastructure. 

Are you losing track of the thousands of PLCs, RTUs, network switches and 

computers in your industrial networks? Here's a simple way to regain control. 
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OT-BASE AT A GLANCE 

Asset Management Platform for OT/ICS 

Functionality 

Asset discovery using legitimate 

industrial protocols such as Ethernet/IP 

(no random port poking) 

Hardware inventory 

Software, firmware, OS, and security 

patches inventory 

Dynamic, interactive network topology 

and data flow diagrams 

CVE vulnerability management 

Detailed configuration history for each 

device 

Compliance audit using configuration 

baselines 

Change management 

Mapping of physical locations 

Rich metadata such as tags, files that 

can be attached to devices 

 

EVALUATION 

Try OT-BASE Asset Discovery for 

free by downloading a 90-day 

evaluation version from 

langner.com/ot-base 

http://langner.com/ot-base
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Benefits 

 Improved efficiency for multiple use cases: Engineering, Maintenance, Audit/Compliance, FAT/SAT, 

Lifecycle Management, Cyber Security 

 Multi-site by default, using a centralized database (OT-BASE Asset Center) 

 No hardware appliances & discovery networks required 

 Detailed global listing of all software applications, operating system versions, patches, firmware 

installed or not installed; search-visualize-analyze 

 Discovers & manages IT assets as well -- check it out with the evaluation version! 

 Granular, role-based access control allows to support multiple stakeholders, including contractors 

 Easy data export to Excel and existing enterprise software (ServiceNow, BMC, SAP, Splunk etc.); 

the REST API even allows you to access asset data in custom apps 

 Backed by a comprehensive and detailed OT security policy (SCGP) 

 Volume-based, customer-friendly licensing: Pay for the number of devices, no matter how many 

sites, networks, or users. 

Technical Requirements 

OT-BASE Asset Discovery: MS Windows; OT-BASE Asset Center: Docker 

ABOUT LANGNER 

Langner is an international software and consulting company with 30 years experience in OT/ICS 

security and became famous for cracking the Stuxnet malware. For more information visit langner.com. 

OT-BASE AT A GLANCE 

Asset Management Platform for OT/ICS 

OT-BASE Product 

Architecture 

OT-BASE Asset Discovery 

engines collect configuration 

data 

A central server stores asset 

data from multiple sites 

User access by web browser 

Enterprise software 

integration using a REST API 

http://langner.com/scgp
http://langner.com/

